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“A tale of childhood bonds broken lands a weighty emotional punch in writer-

director Lukas Dhont’s Oscar-nominated second film, a heartbreaking coming-

of-age picture that represents Belgium in the best international feature category 

feature category, and which shared the Grand Prix at Cannes last year.  

 

Astonishingly natural and engaging performances from young newcomers Eden 

Dambrine and Gustav De Waele lend heartfelt authenticity to a film that builds 

upon the promise of 2018’s Girl, confirming Dhont as a deft and empathetic 

chronicler of the tumultuous anguish and ecstasy of adolescence. 

 

We meet Léo and Rémi on the cusp of their teenage years, approaching 

secondary school. Best friends, they are like two sides of a divided soul, locked 

together in a bubble of play-acting that can transform the world around them 

into a field of dreams. Everything about them is perfectly in sync; physically, 

mentally, emotionally. An early shot of the two boys running side by side 

through a field of soon to be harvested flowers positively bursts with joy, 

reminiscent of the glowing cornfields into which our young hero escapes in 

Lynne Ramsay’s Ratcatcher. 

 

Nothing can come between this pair until fellow pupils start to notice and 

comment upon their closeness. “Are you together?” asks a girl, and when Léo 

replies “No!”, the follow-up question is: “Are you sure?” While Rémi remains 

silent, Léo reacts with horror, withdrawing from his constant companion, 

turning his attentions instead to the more rough-and-tumble world of ice 

hockey, in which boys will be boys and faces are covered by protective masks. 

As for Rémi, his inability to understand Léo’s rejection (perhaps intertwined 

with a deeper understanding of what’s going on) erupts in rage, isolation and 

then something altogether more tragic. 

 

Even its most overtly dramatic scenes are tempered by a sense of distance and 

understatement. With Girl, which won the Caméra d’Or and the Queer Palm at 

Cannes in 2018, Dhont was accused in some quarters of exploiting the story of a 

young transgender ballet dancer, with Oliver Whitney in the Hollywood 

Reporter calling it “sadistic… made for uneducated cisgender audiences to feel 

like they get it”. It’s possible that the self-harming aspects of Close may 



similarly provoke accusations of melodramatic contrivance or tearjerking 

manipulation. Yet the register of the film remains so resolutely low-key that 

even its most overtly dramatic scenes are tempered by a sense of distance and 

understatement. To their great credit, screenwriters Dhont and Angelo Tijssens 

never allow their characters to tell us directly what we have already divined. 

Instead, the director trusts his actors and his editor, Alain Dessauvage, to do the 

narrative heavy lifting, allowing cinematographer Frank van den Eeden’s 

unobtrusively intimate camerawork to focus on the faces of the protagonists, 

and on the subtle movements and gestures of their bodies. 

 

It helps that the adult players are every bit as convincing as their young 

counterparts, particularly Émilie Dequenne, who first rose to fame playing the 

teenage title role in the Dardenne brothers’ 1999 Palme d’Or winner Rosetta, 

for which she earned a Cannes best actress prize. Now, a couple of decades 

later, she plays Rémi’s mother, Sophie, in whose nurturing company Léo seems 

to lose himself. A scene in which the boys and Sophie recline together in an 

outdoor idyll while she jokes about their relative affections for her is blissfully 

unguarded, casting the trio as part of one happy family. Later, when Rémi’s 

father quietly breaks down in tears at dinner, it’s Léo’s sense of loss and guilt 

that strike the clearest note. 

A superb score by Valentin Hadjadj perfectly captures the knife-edge emotional 

tone of the picture, with spiralling motifs and lonely soaring strings evoking 

both the fluttering hearts and searing confusions of its central characters. It’s a 

gorgeous accompaniment, full of longing and loss in a manner that reminded 

me somewhat of Nicholas Britell’s work on Barry Jenkins’s Oscar winner 

Moonlight. Both films are concerned with the youthful search for identity – the 

overwhelming sadness of turning one’s back on the infinite possibilities of the 

past, the guilty burdens of the present and the elusive hope of redemption in the 

future. No wonder their respective scores chime together so harmoniously.” 

Mark Kermode, The Observer, 5 March 2023. 

 

“A beautiful, heart-wrenching film to watch and a nightmare to review, this 

Belgian melodrama is structured around a brutal event that occurs 42 minutes 

into the running time, yet to reveal its nature would be to neutralise its impact (it 

left me reeling at last year’s Cannes Film Festival). 

It’s enough to say that this is a movie, more generally, about the end of 

boyhood, and the tragedy of that sudden hormone-addled era when play-

fighting, wild imaginings and easy physical intimacy is replaced with mobile 

phones, macho posturing and casual homophobia. 
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That’s certainly the case here for childhood besties Léo (Eden 

Dambrine) and Rémi (Gustav de Waele), whose pre-teen bliss is 

seemingly defined by bicycle rides through the Belgian countryside as 

well as games, hugs and horseplay near Léo’s family’s flower-farming business. 

Then the boys hit 13, they begin their first day in high school and immediately 

the Darwinian toxicity of the playground strikes. 

 

The boys are pilloried for their closeness. They’re confused at first, but Léo 

soon reacts, pushing Rémi away and retreating into the tough-talking sports 

obsessions and towel-whipping antics of the school jocks. It gets worse. The 42-

minute mark strikes, and the film from then on is suffused with unutterable 

sadness. 

 

It’s directed by the 31-year-old Belgian provocateur Lukas Dhont, who caused a 

scandal with his 2018 debut, Girl, featuring a young trans ballerina character 

and a final-reel act of genital self-mutilation that seemed solely designed to 

push as many of our buttons as possible. And though the “event” here is 

harrowing, there are no such cheap tricks deployed. Instead, this is an authentic 

study of loss, buttressed by two extraordinary child actors, and complemented 

by a handful of impeccable adult players, most notably Émilie Dequenne, who 

plays Rémi’s mother and was herself a standout teen star of the 1999 Cannes 

award-winner Rosetta. 

 

The final scene, alas, is almost too overwrought and too operatic to work 

effectively, but by then you’ll be so battered by the crashing emotional waves 

that it hardly matters.” 

Kevin Maher, The Times, 3 March 2023. 

 

 

“Lukas Dhont’s gorgeously-shot Cannes prize-winner shows boys navigating 

the war zone of adolescence. Up for a Best International Feature Oscar, it’s 

almost certain to lose to Germany’s All Quiet on the Western Front [it did – 

DFS] which is a crying shame (of the two films, Close is unquestionably the 

more touching and topical). 

13-year-olds Rémi and Léo (played by two preternaturally expressive 

newcomers, Gustave De Waele and Eden Dambrine) are best friends and 

neighbours in rural Belgium. During sleepovers they cuddle and nuzzle 

unselfconsciously. Léo (who wouldn’t look out of place in Bambi’s forest) 

seems the softer of the two. 



 

When the pals start high school though, Léo’s born-yesterday smile fades. The 

boys get asked if they’re “a couple”. They are constantly compared to girls (a 

typical comment: “You look tense, do you have your period?”) The link 

between homophobia and misogyny is clear. The big question: what will Léo 

sacrifice, in order to pass as one of the boys? 

 

Something dramatic happens in the middle of this movie that makes it hard to 

discuss. I’m all for preserving the element of surprise, but some viewers need 

protecting. I’d advise anyone young and vulnerable to google “Close, spoilers” 

before heading to the cinema.” 

Charlotte O'Sullivan, Evening Standard, 3 March 2023. 

 

 

Should you be reading this review prior to the screening, you may wish to 

omit the following review as it contains “spoilers” – narrative that 

concentrates on telling you the story that you may not wish to receive 

(DFS) 

Close, about two small-town Belgian boys who are as tight as brothers, is a 

devastating movie. But to what end?  

I can't say what I mean by that question—not at this point—because Close is 

critic-proof, perhaps discussion-proof, if the reader or listener hasn't already 

seen it. A pivotal early plot development makes it impossible to discuss at 

length or in detail, lest the writer be pilloried for "spoilers." And yet to avoid 

discussing the rest of the movie is to avoid discussing the movie. So, all that 

remains is handing out compliments to the cast (they are superb, no doubt—

especially Eden Dambrine and Gustav de Waele as the young friends) and to 

director-cowriter Lukas Dhont, who imbues the story with a polished naturalist 

quality that occasionally evokes Terrence Malick (The Tree of Life comes to 

mind often). Let's say at the top of this review that, evaluated purely on a craft 

level, Close is a remarkable film with exquisitely modulated performances and 

imagery, but that the more distance I got from it, the more I resented how 

carelessly it handles emotionally explosive material of a type that has 

traumatized so many real-life families, and the more questions I had about what, 

exactly, the viewer is supposed to take away from the experience. 

Léo (played by Dambrine) and Rémi (played by Waele) both grew up on small 

farms worked by their families. They ride their bikes to and from school every 

day, and at the end of a workday, one will often go over to the other's house for 
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dinner and to sleep over. The film's script, by Dhont and his regular 

collaborator Angelo Tijssens, characterizes the relationship in a way 

that allows viewers to superimpose their readings; some have seen 

this as a queer-coded relationship (one or both boys is gay but perhaps haven't 

consciously realized it yet) while for others, it's about how the innocent, 

unaffected physicality of younger boys who can share a bed without feeling 

self-conscious or anxious and can hug, touch, even hold hands in public without 

feeling disapproving eyes on them, tends to harden and reconfigure itself into 

cliches of "cool" or seemingly emotionless straight masculinity when they get 

older, and homophobic classmates conditioned by reactionary parents begin 

characterizing any display of the earlier behavior as "queer," and therefore 

unacceptable. 

If a schoolteacher wanted to explain the concept of heteronormativity to 

children (an idea that would not be allowed in most United States public schools 

today, thanks to reactionary political interference in local districts) they could 

screen Close, because the movie lays it all out plainly. However, one 

characterizes or codes it, there's nothing wrong with anything having to do with 

these boys and their relationship. In any case, it's nobody's business but theirs 

(and their parents'). The movie treats their affection as pure and even heroic, 

like something from a 19th-century poem about a love so true that it transcends 

time, culture, and even flesh. Léo adores Rémi—you can see it in the way he 

looks at Rémi when the latter is practicing his clarinet or soloing at a school 

recital—and he also loves how Rémi's family has accepted him as a bonus son. 

Léo looks at Rémi's mother Sophie (Émilie Dequenne) the same way, idealizing 

and practically worshiping her with his gaze.  

Rémi seems to feel the same way about Léo and his family. It's probably not an 

accident of casting that Léo's big brother, with his dark hair and eyes, looks like 

he could be a member of Rémi's family. Dhont's filmmaking draws a parallel 

between the love that Léo and Rémi feel and express for each other and the way 

their two families seem to blend together both geographically and emotionally 

(there are two houses, but at times it feels like early part the story is unfolding 

in one big house). This is love as an eradication of perceived boundaries. 

[Spoilers from here] 

This exposure to the film’s narrative may detrimentally affect your viewing 

of the film 

 



Then the usual homophobic social garbage comes into play, with both boys and 

girls at Léo and Rémi's school asking impertinent and leading questions about 

their relationship, then escalating to slurs and abuse. Both boys are upset by 

this, but only Léo begins to alter his behavior as a result, getting in with a new 

peer group that has organized itself around ice hockey (its leader is a young jock 

who initiated some of the taunting) and passively rebuffing Rémi's expressions 

of friendship and closeness.  

The film is at its best in this section of the story. Through Dambrine's and de 

Waele's extraordinarily intuitive and exact performances as much as through the 

script, we understand that dynamic wherein one person does things that are 

devastating to someone they love, due to reasons of social pressure, and know 

deep down that it's wrong to do it, but keep doing it anyway, and refuse to give 

explanations when the injured party asks for them because explaining would 

require justification. There's no way to justify that kind of selfish meanness.  

Rémi's pain at being rejected by Léo is intense, particularly after a night where 

Léo gets self-conscious sleeping in the same bed with him and takes a mattress 

by himself on the floor. The public expression of Rémi's hurt looks to outsiders 

like that of a spurned lover, and on some deep level that might be what it is; but 

these boys are both barely sexual, and not conversant in such terminology, so all 

they can do is feel. 

And then, as you've probably already gathered from the ominous but vague 

warnings at the top and the spoiler warning two paragraphs above this one, 

Rémi kills himself about a third of the way through the story. The rest of Close 

is about the two families and the community reacting to this awful event.  

And it's here that the movie started to lose me even as I continued to admire its 

performances, direction, and overall sense of craft.  

I haven't seen too many films about grief that so keenly capture that feeling 

right after a catastrophic loss where everyone close to the deceased is wandering 

around looking like they've just climbed out of a wrecked car, and spending 

inordinate amounts of time sitting and staring at nothing in particular. The "life 

goes on anyway" scenes are strong as well, especially the scenes of Léo 

growing close to the hockey players who become his friends even though their 

cruelty helped spark this catastrophe (this is an unhealthy thing that happens in 

life, unfortunately—sometimes the people who helped cause your grief are the 

ones who comfort you afterward).  

Even more affecting are scenes of Rémi's mother Sophie seeming to be drawn 

to Léo, and he to her, in the aftermath—as if she's realizing that he could be a 

son to her, a partial consolation for an irreplaceable loss, and her a mother to 
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him. The horror and shock following the loss of a child isn't 

something that popular art dares to examine close up with any 

regularity. Dead children are more often referred to in past tense or 

used as plot devices (the thing that isn't talked about until characters finally talk 

about it). So it's admirable, in a way, that Close decided to go where it went.  

But what does it find and show once it has gone there? That's the question I 

have no good answer to.  

This is, when you get down to it, the story of a horrible thing that happened, that 

nobody who actually helped cause it can understand (or shows any sign of even 

wanting to understand [my emphasis]), that no one in the dead boy's immediate 

circle saw coming or could have prevented, and that smashes two families' 

understanding of themselves to pieces. And it leaves poor Léo carrying around 

an unimaginable and (for him) mystifying burden: he feels like this is all his 

fault, even though it isn't. The movie generates suspense by making us wonder 

when Léo is finally going to tell Sophie that (in his mind) he caused her loss. It 

finally happens in the last ten minutes of the story, and the dead boy's family 

immediately leaves town, and the film ends with poor Léo looking into their 

now-empty house.  

What are we left with, at that point, except the knowledge that this boy is going 

to feel this for the rest of his life as if through caused the suicide of his best 

friend and shattered his family? Is there anything else attached to that takeaway 

beyond a trite formulation like "homophobia is bad, don't do it"? The director is 

great at punching audiences in the gut, yes. But there should be more than the 

punch, the exhalation of breath, and the realization that one has just been 

punched. And, to nitpick a bit, is it really possible that Sophie (and the rest of 

that family) would not have put two and two together and figured out that the 

most likely trigger for Rémi's impulsive act was his public rejection by the boy 

he treated as a soulmate?  

As focused and controlled as every scene in Close is, it feels, in a way, 

calculated and almost cruel. It could be a reminiscence made many years after 

the tragedy by one of the boys who tormented Rémi and Léo—except that one 

would hope that if one of those kids grew up and made a movie like this one, it 

would not be quite so clinical in its examination of awful things happening to 

people who did nothing to deserve it; and that it would go deeper into Léo's 

story, and show how he did or did not come to understand what actually 

happened, rather than leaving us with what feels like the start of another movie, 

one that we may never get to see. 

 



Matt Zoller Seitz, Roger Ebert.com, January 27, 2023 


